Lake Bonnet Drainage Basin
Flood Hazard & Debris Mitigation
Florida General Infrastructure Program CDBG-MIT Grant Application

August 21, 2020

Terminology
BSP

Bonnet Springs Park

FY

Fiscal Year

CDBG-MIT

Community Development Block
Grant - Mitigation

GIP

General Infrastructure Program

HAB

Harmful Algae Blooms

HUD

Housing and Urban
Development

LMI

Low-Moderate Income

MID

Most Impacted and Distressed

TSI

Trophic State Index

UGLG

Unit of General Local
Government

COL

City of Lakeland

CRS

Community Rating System

DEO

Florida Department of
Economic Opportunity

DOB

Duplication of Benefits

FDOT

Florida Department of
Transportation

FR

Federal Register

Background on Rebuild Florida GIP
• Florida DEO’s office administering HUD Community

Development Block Grant – Mitigation (CDBG-MIT) funds
awarded to the state

• April 3, 2020 launch Rebuild Florida Mitigation General
Infrastructure Program (GIP)

• Program Intent: Mitigation of risks from threats identified
in the State of Florida Action Plan (flooding, severe
storms, tropical cyclones, coastal erosion, wildfires)

• Eligible Applicants: Counties, municipalities, state

agencies, non-profits and non-governmental
organizations that apply in partnership with their local
UGLG or state agency

• For more information, please refer to the FL DEO

produced a Webinar on the Rebuild Florida Mitigation
GIP
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Available Funding through Rebuild Florida GIP
• $475M is allocated to Rebuild Florida GIP, awarded in three (3) rounds of
funding
‒ Round I $150M; Application period: June 15, 2020 – September 14, 2020
‒ Round II $175M; Application period: To be announced
‒ Round III $150M; Application period: To be announced

• Minimum Request: $500,000
• Maximum Request: $150,000,000
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Basin Feature
Base Map – FEMA Firm effective 2016
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Bridge

Need for Lake Bonnet Drainage Basin
Flood Hazard & Debris Mitigation
Due to unique topography in the area contributing to drainage issues throughout the Lake
Bonnet drainage basin, since 2002 the City has studied the issues to identify potential
solutions.

As documented in the Draft 2020 Polk County Local Mitigation Strategy, the City of
Lakeland faces threats from flooding, severe storms and tropical cyclones, with damage
from these events in recent years (https://polkcountylms.org/). Examples of events
impacting the basin include the TS Emily (2017) and Hurricane Irma (2017)

The Trophic State Index (TSI) measures the biological productivity of a lake, accounting for
nutrients that are required for plant life, measuring algae abundance. The latest TSI
measure for Lake Bonnet is 88, which is considered poor. This is exacerbated by severe
rain or tropical cyclones. https://polk.wateratlas.usf.edu/waterbodies/lakes/160542/lake-lakeland-bonnet
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Lake Bonnet Drainage Basin
Flood Hazard & Debris Mitigation Project Background
•
•

•
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Applicant:
City of Lakeland (COL)
Co-Applicant:
Bonnet Springs Park
(BSP)
Project Description:

Multi-component project focused
on adding flood storage capacity
to the Lake Bonnet Drainage
Basin through a mix of natural and
gray infrastructure elements.
Additionally, the project would
focus on removal of bio debris that
is exacerbated by flooding, severe
storms and tropical cyclones

• Hazards Addressed:
Flooding, Severe Storms, Tropical
Cyclones

• Lifelines Protected:

• Total Project Cost:
$51.7M
‒ Leveraged Funding:
$ 8.2M
‒ GIP Request:
$ 43.5M

Lake Bonnet Drainage Basin
Partnership Support and Leverage
City of Lakeland City Commission voted unanimously to support the submittal of the application
under GIP and manage the implementation of the project in partnership with Bonnet Springs
Park (BSP).
Bonnet Springs Park has agreed to support the application as a co-applicant and through
leveraging park mitigation projects / funding. BSP overall investment in this unique location
promotes the economic development in an LMI area.
State and local leadership, including FDOT District 1, have indicated support of the mitigation
work throughout the drainage basin.
City of Lakeland is a participating community in the FEMA National Flood Insurance Program,
including the Community Rating System (CRS). The City has a Class 7 rating resulting in 15%
discount for SFHA policies and 10% for non-SFHA policies. Upon completion, this project may
be leveraged through the CRS to request additional credit as the City works towards further
point recognition and additional policy discounts.
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1.0 Upstream Stormwater Enhancement and Treatment
Proposed Action

• Integrate the flow of untreated stormwater

into the BSP’s stormwater management
infrastructure to improve the quality of water
flowing into Lake Bonnet while providing
additional capacity.

• Execute three (3) of the five (5) stormwater

improvement projects that the Park is
proposing to provide additional storage and
treatment to the system to minimize impacts
to a downstream flood prone area

Leverage & Cost

• $21.45M Stormwater Management Project

(Combined BSP leveraged funds and Grant
Request)
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1a. Storage and Treatment of Off-Site Runoff
Runoff from over 300 acres of off-site urban developed property
that currently flows untreated through the park site will be
integrated into the park’s stormwater management
infrastructure. The existing culvert entering the site under
Kathleen road will be extended and connected to a pretreatment device and then to a series of wet meadows and wet
ponds where the runoff can be stored and treated before
reaching Lake Bonnet. The ponds can be used to reduce the
offsite runoff into Lake Bonnet which will give the lake more
available storage to aid in flood mitigation downstream.
Proposed Action

• Implement pre-treatment devices and a series of wet

meadows and wet ponds to provide storage and reduce
runoff.

Benefit

• Utilizing natural systems for storage and treatment.
Leverage

• BSP $6.0 M Project
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1b. Bonnet Springs Lagoon
Where Bonnet Springs meets the existing forested
wetland, a new open water “lagoon” feature will provide
extra storage in Lake Bonnet.
The lagoon will be created by dredging material that had
likely originated in the upland area of the site and
washed down through decades of erosion from the offsite
runoff.
Proposed Action

• Dredge lagoon area of offsite sediment to provide

additional storage and reduce inflow to Lake Bonnet.

Benefit

• Additional storage will aid in reducing run off offsite
that would impact downstream flood prone
communities.

Leverage

• BSP $2.2 M Project
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1c. Add In-Lake Water Storage, Improve Surface
Water Quality and Wetland Restoration
A solution for downstream flood mitigation is to pump
stormwater from the Lake Bonnet Drain into the lake
and lowering the operational level of the lake to store
the water and not impact properties around the lake.
Wind impacts from storm events and hurricanes
suspend nutrient rich flocculent muck sediments
throughout the water column in the Lake. The shallow
water depth and abundance of nutrient rich sediments
in Lake Bonnet results in increase nutrient levels in
water column. The increase nutrient levels fuel HABs
growth and contribute to Florida’s HAB crisis.
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1c. Add In-Lake Water Storage, Improve Surface
Water Quality, and Wetland Restoration, Continued
Proposed Action

•

Identify, dredge, dewater and dispose of contaminated sediment that
exceeds Soil Clean-up Target Levels (SCTL) and Groundwater Clean-up
Target Levels (GCTL) for constituents of concern.

•

Delineate, pump and thin layer placement of nutrient rich sediment in the
forested wetland. Passive dewatering and consolidation of sediment will
provide foundation for wetland rehabilitation and incorporate
improvements to groundwater and surface water hydraulics of the flood
control system.

•

Rehabilitate the wetlands and Lake Bonnet using the USACE’s
“Engineering with nature” principles to enhance beneficial uses of the
system such as water quality, habitat diversification, recreational uses,
shoreline stability, sustainability and resiliency.

•

Restore the stability, habitat quality and resiliency of Lake Bonnet’s littoral
zone with material placement, sloping and revegetation.

Benefit

•

Additional storage will aid in reducing run off offsite and provide storage
for pumped water from the flood prone communities.

Cost

•
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$13.25 M Project.

2.0 Flood Protection Mitigation
Chronic flooding effects immediately
downstream of Lake Bonnet. There are several
constrictions in the Lake Bonnet Drain (LBD)
downstream from Lake Bonnet when coupled
with the lower topography propose challenges
and opportunities to address flooding impacts.
Based on a combination of improvements to the
system, flood mitigation can be achieved
through the following projects:
• Address constrictions such as weirs and
undersized culverts through removal and/or
modification
• Widen and improve the existing LBD at
appropriate locations
• Install a pump station to pump water into
Lake Bonnet
• Install flood walls and sump pumps
• N. Brunnell Pkwy embankment reinforcement
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Source: Bonnet Pollutant Source Reduction Feasibility Study City of Lakeland—Polk County, Fl, December 2018 by Wood
Environment & Infrastructure Solutions, Inc.

2.0 Flood Protection Mitigation, Continued
Proposed Action

• Implement a combination of drainage

improvement projects to find the best value
with the greatest impact

Benefit

• Increased conveyance capacity and storage.
• Reduction in flooded infrastructure (roadway
and housing) across multiple design events

‒

Improved roadway continuity; emergency
access, etc.

• Increased stability of roadway along

southwestern Lake Bonnet during variations
in lake levels

Cost

• $20M
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Source: Bonnet Pollutant Source Reduction Feasibility Study City of Lakeland—Polk County, Fl, December 2018 by Wood
Environment & Infrastructure Solutions, Inc.

3.0 In-Lake Debris Mitigation
Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) are one of
Florida’s most widespread, costly and
challenging environmental problems. HABs
are increasing in intensity, lasting longer
and can release toxins that are lethal. By
physically removing algae cells intact, the
key nutrients that fuel HABs (total
phosphorus and total nitrogen) and algae
toxins (microcystin) can be safely removed.
An innovative algae harvesting technology,
first tested in Lake Bonnet in 2017 and by
USACE in 2019 on Lake Okeechobee is a
proven scalable and cost effective
innovative technology than can remove
algae cells intact.
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3.0 In-Lake Debris Mitigation, Continued
Proposed Action

• Implement innovative algae harvesting technology to

remove algae cells from Lake Bonnet, mitigating the bio
debris.

• It would include interactive component / viewing area for
educational purposes to show lifecycle creating usable
materials

Benefit

• Mitigation of nutrients reducing the potential for HABs in
the lake and downstream

• Improved lake water clarity to support restoration of
natural aquatic plants

• Reduced bio debris and the accumulation of muck in the
lake

• Public information and educational opportunities
Cost

• $10.25M
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Proposed Mitigation Projects
1.

Upstream Stormwater Treatment and Enhancement
a) Treatment of Off-Site Runoff
b) Bonnet Springs Lagoon
c) Improve In-Lake Storage & Water Quality

2.

Flood Protection Mitigation

$ 20.00 M

3.

In-Lake Debris Mitigation

$ 10.25 M
Total
Leveraged Funds
Total Request
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$ 6.00 M
$ 2.20 M
$ 13.25 M

$ 51.70 M
$

8.20 M (16.5%)

$

43.50 M (83.5%)

Innovative Dredging Approach

Sediment Trap Dredging
Wood Dredge FS 2018
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Lake Bonnet In-Lake Muck Trap Conceptual Rendering
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Grant Application –
What will be submitted

Grant Application Components

Rebuild Florida CDBG-Mitigation General Infrastructure Program Application
Applicant Information
• Basic details
• Co-Applicant Information
Project Description
• Project Purpose – Description & Location
• Risks to mitigated?
• Use of natural infrastructure?
• How work will be completed, who is
responsible
• Method to determine funding
• Outcomes?
• How will it be maintained?

Community Value
• Project value to community?
• Which lifeline(s) are served?
• How does it enhance regional community
resilience?
• Have cultural / historical significance?
Capacity Plan
• Address goals, stakeholders, workplan,
resources, and monitoring/quality controls
• Describe any community partnerships & roles
• Identify staff who are responsible for PM and
include Bios
• Use of contractors?
Implementation Plan
• Schedule / Chronological timeline

Grant Application Components, Continued

Rebuild Florida CDBG-Mitigation General Infrastructure Program Application
Blueprints/Architectural Designs

•

Include any in zip file

Budget
• Verify no duplication of benefits
• Budgeted items consistent with project
description and tasks
• Anticipate receiving any funds for this project
not supplied by CDBG-MIT  if yes, detail in
Leveraged Dollars.

Public Notice Requirement

• Evidence of Public Notice; and/or
• Evidence of Public Meeting
• Documentation of outreach to non-English
speaking if large presence exists in UGLG
Leveraged Dollars

• Does project involve qualified use of
•
•

matching or leveraged funds or services
Local or other funds available to address in
project in whole or part?
Other federal, state, local entities contacted
re: funding and results of discussion?

Grant Application Components, Continued

Rebuild Florida CDBG-Mitigation General Infrastructure Program Application

County Selection

Compliance

• Identify County

• Certify to comply with state and federal register

Overall LMI Benefit

Maintenance Agreement:

• Complete HUD FY 2020 ACS 5-Yr 2011-

2015 LMI Summary Data Map Application

Special Designations

• Does the project benefit an Area of

Critical State Concern according to
Florida Statutes 380.05?
‒ Big Cypress Area (portions of Collier,
Miami-Dade, and Monroe Counties)
‒ Green Swamp Area (portions of Polk
and Lake Counties)
‒ City of Key West and the Florida Keys
Area
‒ Apalachicola Bay Area (Franklin County)

regulations as outlined in 84 FR 45838

• Certify that the applying entity can comply with

state and subrecipient monitoring and
maintenance requirements as outlined in 84 FR
45838; Examples:
‒ Maintain organized files and make them
accessible to DEO or reps upon request;
‒ Provide Quarterly Reports to DEO
‒ Comply with the requirement for no DOB as
defined by Section 312 of the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
of 1974;
‒ Maintain for 5 years (beyond closeout of grant)
books, records and documents relating to the
GIP in accordance with generally-accepted
accounting procedures and practices which
sufficiently and properly reflect all expenditures
of funds provided by DEO under this program.

Comments & Questions

August 21, 2020

Contact
The City of Lakeland and Bonnet Springs Park welcome your thoughts and
comments on the elements of the FL GIP Grant Application. Copies of the final
Lake Bonnet Drainage Basin Flood Hazard & Debris Mitigation Project application
can also be requested. Please submit all comments and requests to:
Laurie Smith, CPM, CFM
Manager, Lakes & Stormwater
Public Works | Lakes & Stormwater
City of Lakeland
Email: Laurie.Smith@lakelandgov.net
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Thank You!

August 21, 2020

